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Baptists Asked To Boycott Miami
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COURT AT TOP YANK

Major Still Pondering Race

Shark Cain Wont' Duel? Shirk?

Shark Cain

I do not believe I will have to make a decision because I have already been asked to help in our race by Mayor Shirk.

Disenfranchised About War

Pope Paul Disappointed About War

Three-Wing Aircraft

A high speaks to the of the "three wings" aircraft, complete with bullet-proofing and power. The new "three wing" aircraft is ready for flight tests at Naval Field 35 and Portland (Shark Field by Photo by Ed Shembury). The shark will make a test flight at the same time. The shark is the only aircraft of its kind in the world. The shark is built by the famous fighter pilot, John Johnson Halts.

Johnson Halts Raids In North

Shells Fall Near Office Of General

SHERIFF: FEB 2

FEB 2

Cold Belts U.S. North

Oil in U.S. North

Some of winter's coal-stacks are already about 2,000 miles long. The north is the nation's great coal-mining area.

Oklahoma City

Shark Cain Wont' Duel? Shirk?

Cain In Middle Of County Fight

Gary In Middle Of County Fight

By J. NELSON TAYLOR

A report of the Oklahoma County Republican party that Gary, who was regarded as a leading candidate for county sheriff, had announced his intention of running for the office of county sheriff.

British Hit Terrorists

ADEN (U.P.)—The British night fighting at Aden on Sunday night continued. The British forces were being driven out of the city by the enemy.

Pope Paul Disappointed About War

RATAN, Nov. 30—Pope Paul V.V. dissa表面上 prosperity over our nation. He personally favors the idea of a three-wing plane and has sent word to the government in Washington about it.

Three-Wing Aircraft

A high speaks to the of the "three wings" aircraft, complete with bullet-proofing and power. The new "three wing" aircraft is ready for flight tests at Naval Field 35 and Portland (Shark Field by Photo by Ed Shembury). The shark will make a test flight at the same time. The shark is the only aircraft of its kind in the world. The shark is built by the famous fighter pilot, John Johnson Halts.
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Oil in U.S. North

Some of winter's coal-stacks are already about 2,000 miles long. The north is the nation's great coal-mining area.
Price Today Only at

On dozens of exciting weekend specials at 800 So. Western

Open Today

9 til 9

Save 50% on this 259.50 luxury foam Quilted 90” Sofa Sat-Sun-Mon-Only

You can choose from 3 brand new screen print fabrics in olive on natural linen - blue on natural linen - red on natural linen

129.47

COMPLETE TRADITIONAL CHAIR SET INCLUDING THE OTTOMAN IS OFFERED AT 1 2 PRICE FOR THREE DAYS

Very neat-looking and very good fabric. This is an outstanding chair set. The high back 90” chair has a deep amount here. and to make it very comfortable for a person, relaxes. The back has been designed to make it very comfortable for a woman. Pillow on the back that you can adjust. Only 20.00 for the complete set. The WEEKEND at this price.

39.34

Save 50% on this 259.50 nationally advertised tweed sleeper and choose from 3 exciting new colors

NOTICE!

Price Monday Only at Evans

Spanish bedroom suite includes huge triple dresser with twin framed mirrors at 1 2 price for 3 days

Center指导的晚餐与谁会面。码头边的晚餐，码头边的晚餐，码头边的晚餐。谁会脸红？谁会微笑？谁会为了那个女孩而害羞，那个女孩，那个女孩。

includes

3 six 3 days

Cal a 329 47

SAVE 50% ON THIS 259.50 NATIONALLY ADVERTISED TWEED SLEEPER AND CHOOSE FROM 3 EXCITING NEW COLORS

229.47

129.47

129.47

$129.47

$129.47

$129.47

This is a queen size cherrywood bedroom suite with an over one foot head. The cover is a heavy basket weave textured wood and the alcohol and treatment is the color. The 270.00 is up and rolled up with bedding on.
John B. Martin: Realtor Of The Year

Art Panel Seeks Top Composer

Steamrolling Singers

5th Bradley Quint Dies

Pianist To Star With Symphony

Orbiter 3 Slows Down

NATO Meeting Set
feast your eyes on
supercolor

ALL SPORTS EVENTS—ABC presents a picture page sponsored by Supercolor. Four times each week at 5:30 p.m. (CST) to 7:00 p.m., ABC News Specials, ABC News Specials, ABC News Specials, Supercolor in color, Supercolor in color, Supercolor in color.
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Drake At Oklahoma, Cowboys At Kansas Tonight

By JIM MURRAY

Wings Finally End Slump Against OC

Borough Takes Open

Celtics Win, 76ers Protest

Phoenix Golf

Black Hawks Extend String To 14 Games
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College Basketball Question: Who’s Second?

Vikings Draw Bead On Title

Oscar’s 36 Not Enough

Unnecessary Roughness

UCLA Center Cool Toward Trotters

Dr. Tom Wright

Baptists, Bulldogs To Clash

Ditka Case Spices NFL Meetings
TODAY ONLY!
PRICE ON THIS 86" MAPLE STEREO
AM-FM Radio With Stereo Multiplex And 4 Speed Stereo Player

(2) 12" SPEAKERS
(2) 8" SPEAKERS
(4) 5" SPEAKERS
GENUINE MAPLE

$249 SAT., SUM. MON.

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 S. Western

NEW CONTEMPORARY BERKLINE RECORDER WITH ROLLER FOAM CONSTRUCTION AT SPECIAL 3 DAY PRICE

CABINET without speakers
$99

ELEGANT 400 COIL SIMMONS QUILTED "CHOICE-O-REST"

THE SOFA
An extra wide twin size sofa. The seat is made with "sheepskin" fabrics. The back and arms are a double back. The frame is constructed with a heavy gauge steel frame. Includes "Sofa-Sleeper" and ottoman.

THE CHAIR
An extra wide twin size chair. The seat is made with "sheepskin" fabrics. The back and arms are a double back. The frame is constructed with a heavy gauge steel frame. Includes "Chair-Sleeper" and ottoman.

$169

THE PARTY OTTOMAN

Whether you use it for your family room, den, apartment, cottage or living room, it's just one of the best values you're ever going to find.

$69

1/2 PRICE ON THIS 100% DUPONT Nylon Pile Plush Carpet
IN 2 COLORS ONLY-MARTINI BEIGE AND MALIBU BEIGE

INCLUDED
SOFASLEEPER
CHAIR-SLEEPER

All-American Trio... Tunes Up For Spring

Blue singer wears black tail coat and black lapels. White dress shirt, black tie, white dress shoes, and black hat. The other two men wear white jackets and ties. The background is a blue sky with clouds.

BELL & HOWELL
Chi Omega To Meet

Dr. Welcome To Soror

We're Ready To... Kiss and Goodbye!

Social Memos

AUW Schedule Meetings

Betrothals Revealed

League Plants Bunches Coffee

Wedding Ceremonies Solemnized

at BROWN'S MONDAY ONLY!

S & H Green Stamps on Every Purchase!

BROWN'S	40% OFF STORES

S & H GREEN STAMPS

Register Modern Sideboard	$295
REGISTER NOW! GET 10 CO-OPERATIVE DISCOUNT STAMPS!

Furniture

0240 S.E. 15th
Reg 499.00 REDUCED TO
$248

WE'RE READY TO...

Kiss and Goodbye!

WHO COULD REJECT THIS BEAUTY AS IT COSTS "TAKE ME"

REG. 129.00

YOU'LL FALL IN LOVE WITH THIS CUTE COUCH AND ITS PRICE TOO!

John A. Brown Co.

13 FEB 13

13 FEB 13
Guild Plans 'Extravaganza'

The full text is not clearly visible in the image provided.
A breath of Spring—
cr ispily textured two-piece
suit in rayon/cotton. Navy,
green, beige. Sizes 10-20.
$30

Her Heart’s Desire—
Manrella pearls with
strawberries $12.50. Pin $6
Earrings $6. Sheer-florence
in Schiaparelli stockings.
Naturale. 1 05 pr. 3 $80
Bouquet-dusting coeds $16 pr.
Hearts and Flowers
Tote bag $22

Tiger’s Eye—
Gleaming patent
leather in yellow,
uku, green, pale
blue, mauve and
black. 28.95 the pair